When a large plant cell, such as VaIonia macrophysa, Kiitz., or Halicystis Osterhoutii, Blinks and Blinks, is impaled on a capillary the restriction on the uptake of substances from the external solution, due to the limited elasticity of the cellulose wall, is removed, and as a result water and electrolyte enter at a much greater rate than into the intact cell. In the case of Valonia, 1 for example, the rate of uptake increases about 15-fold. The technique of determining the increase in volume, which is practically equivalent to the increase in the quantity of water in the cell, consists in measuring the rise of liquid in a capillary. This is so simple that it seemed worth while to measure the rate of entrance of water from diluted sea water into individual HaUcystis cells to determine the absolute rate of water migration in Halicystis, and if possible to gain information about the structure of the protoplasm.
viously described. 3 After impalement each cell was allowed to stand in normal sea water at least 48 hours, during which time the rate of increase of the volume of the sap was measured, to make sure that it followed an approximately linear course, since from other experiments, to be described in another paper, this appears to be the regular behavior in normal sea water.
The sea waters to which the ceils were exposed ranged from 90 per cent down to 30 per cent and the length of exposure was such that the amount of water entering would not dilute the sap by as much as 10 per cent: usually the calculated dilution was not more than 5 per cent. ~ Each cell was exposed to aU the diluted sea waters and between exposures each was allowed to stand at least 24 hours in normal sea water in order to recover from the dilution of the sap. During this time the sap volume decreased somewhat, as shown by the fall of liquid in the capillary. But within a comparatively short time the entrance of electrolytes and water was resumed and when it attained a linear rate about the same as that observed before the cell was exposed to dilute sea water, recovery was considered to be complete.
RESULTS
The results of a typical experiment are given in Fig. 1 . This shows the rate of increase in volume of the sap of a single cell on exposure to dilute sea waters. The increase in volume has been calculated from the formula AV =, H~ where H is the increase in the height of liquid in the capillary which was measured by means of a micrometer caliper reading to 0.02 mm., and r is the radius of the capillary obtained by direct microscopic measurement of the diameter of the capillary, by means of a micrometer ocular.
Without any assumptions as to the nature of the protoplasm, we may assume that dt k 8 Jacques, A. G., and Osterhout, W. J. V., Y. Gen. Physiol., 1931-32, 15, 537. 4 The initial cell volume and the increase in volume being known it was possible to calculate the dilution if no electrolyte were lost by the cell. Probably, however, a little electrolyte was lost but the amount was not large even When the sea water was diluted to 30 per cent. Some data are given on this point farther on in the paper.
where N m° is the concentration of water on the mole fraction basis, A is the surface area, and h the thickness of the membrane, and o and i refer to the sea water and sap respectively.
If we assume that there are non-aqueous surface layers at the sapprotoplasm and sea water-protoplasm interfaces we must take into account the process of solution of water in the non-aqueous layers.
From Osterhout's treatment of the guaiacol model we assume that at each interface there are in contact unstirred layers, one in water and the other in the protoplasm, and that at the immediate interface there are thin regions in each layer where all the molecular species in both phases are in equilibrium across the boundary. For any species, say r, we can write for the sea water-protoplasm interface where eop and epo refer to the portions of the unstirred layers, in sea water and protoplasm respectively, where the equilibrium prevails, and S" is the partition coefficient of r. If we are dealing with water which is present in much greater abundance than any other species we may assume that there is no gradient of water across the unstirred layers so that
and
Hence the rate of entrance of water is equal to the flux of water across the non-aqueous protoplasmic layers, and if we can treat these as a single thin layer, then the flux is given by
If the water added to the sap mixes without expansion or contraction dr aQ of volume we can write for the sap ~/for ~-~.
Assuming that the solutions are ideal dilute ones, we may now apply the gas laws, whence P° V, ffi P~ Vt ffi P, V, --a constant (4) where P is the osmotic pressure, V is the volume of the sap, e refers to conditions at the theoreticaP end of the experiment when sap and sea water are in osmotic equilibrium, t to any time t during the exposure, and z to the beginning of the exposure (zero time). But
where the index "sol." means solute. Now for 1000 ml. of a dilute solution of an electrolyte, we may say that
where m is the molar concentration of the solute, V is the volume of the solution, assumed to be equal to the volume of the solvent (water) alone, i is the van't Hoff coefficient, and n '°L is the number of moles of solute. Or i n s°l" RT pffi Vra n HsO where V~ is the molal volume of the solvent = 1000 + 55.5 --~ 18.0, and n H*O is the number of moles of water. But in an aqueous solution in which n H~ is large compared with n 'oL we can write Ensol.
~Nsol. = --whence /RTNNSOl. P V., 5 Theoretical in the sense that the experiments were never allowed to go to equilibrium and it is probable that if they had the measured V° would have been smaller than the theoretical V° for the reason that as the exposure progressed some electrolyte would have been lost by the cell.
/RT From this point on -oJ another constant, e v.
Then dividing through by S.~ and rearranging we get
where b equals the ratio S.o~ + Sa~. Or substituting for P dVffikaASdp b-1+
where ~/ = P,V, + oo. Putting b = 1 and integrating gives
Putting kt Sap + h = k the equation becomes
which is practically identical with that of NorthropY It differs only in containing S,~ and in that the term co is explicit, c0 is the proportionality constant relating osmotic pressure to the concentration of the solution expressed as mole fraction of solute. Northrop's equation was obtained by integrating
Equation (9) has been used in the present work to calculate permeability constants of water entrance. In these calculations V, was iRT Vm 1.8 X 1.9885 X 4.015 X 10 -t X 290.6 0.018 ---2320 atmospheres i is taken as 1.8 which is the approximate value for the 0.61 u sodium chloride solution, to which Halicystis sap very nearly corresponds. z Northrop, J. H., 3". Gen. PhysioL, 1927-28, 11, 43. obtained directly by a displacement measurement of water, V, --V, -k z~V. AV was measured s directly from the rise in the capillary. A was calculated from V, on the assumption that the cell is spherical and since care was taken to use cells as nearly spherical as possible this assumption is a reasonably good one. P, was calculated from the average freezing point lowering of Halicystis sap (which is 2.059°C.)
for the relationship
where L is the latent heat of fusion of the solvent, p is the density of the solution, s AT is the lowering of the freezing point, and T is the freezing point of the solution. V, has been calculated from V, on the assumption that Po --Po, where Po is the osmotic pressure of the sea water to which the cell is exposed. Then
Assuming that the van't Hoff coefficient remains constant over the range of dilute sea waters employed,
V,C,
In this calculation C, = 100 per cent and Co --per cent composition of the dilute sea water.
Values for the constant k/o~ are given in Table I : these are calculated from the data of Fig. 1 . Neglecting the first and second minutes, which show large trendless irregularities, it will be observed that the "constant" remains reasonably constant in each sea water dilution for s We have assumed that Halicystis sap is a 0.6 ~r solution of sodium chloride, the density of which at 0°C. is according to interpolation from Baxter and Wallace's data 1.026. This value of p has been used in our calculation.
at least the first 10 minutes of the exposure. Thereafter it decreases fairly regularly in most cases, and the decline is too great to be merely the result of experimental error. To save space, values after the first 10 minutes have been omitted but the value from the last reading and the time are given. Neglecting the last part of each run and omitting the first 2 minutes, which show the large deviations, not unusual at the start of kinetic processes, we have calculated the average value of k/o~ (see page 747) for the period between 2 and 10 minutes. The results are given in Table I and have been plotted in Fig. 2 which contains, in addition, the values of k/o~ against per cent concentration of sea water for other cells for which sufficient data are available, and an average curve for all points common to these cells. Although there are rather large deviations, each curve and the average curve show unmistakably an abrupt drop as the concentration of sea water drops below 50 per cent. This is clearly brought out in Fig. 1 , where the curves for 40 and 30 per cent sea water coincide with each other and approximately with the 50 per cent curve. Above 50 per cent k/co is either constant or perhaps it drops very slowly.
We must now consider whether the equation here used for the calculation of k/o~, which indicates that it suffers some change with time at constant external sea water concentration, and also some change with sea water concentration, really represents accurately the behavior of water.
In his discussion of the diffusion of water into Arbacia eggs, Northrop pointed out that it might be necessary to take into account (a) the increase in the surface and decrease in the thickness of the membrane, or (b) if a pore system is in question the increase in the diameter of the pores and the decrease in their length, as the cell increases in volume. no evidence that the surface area changes at all. 1° Indeed this is an outstanding advantage of this type of experiment. The equation was therefore not used and we are satisfied with the conclusion on the basis of the old equation that the absolute rate does decrease abruptly somewhere around 50 per cent sea water concentration.
If it were possible to apply corrections for the deviations of the gas laws, which apply strictly to ideal dilute solutions only, some rectification of k/co as a function of time might be possible. Unfortunately not much progress which is thermodynamically sound can be made in this direction. But it is possible to show that probably any rectification which would be achieved by correcting for deviation from ideal will be negligible.
Strictly the relationship of equation (4) should be
where $ is the osmotic coefficient of Bjerrum. n This leads to for equation (10). This equation cannot be integrated readily because ~ in concentrated solution is not simply related to the concentration or the osmotic pressure of the solution. Is 10 It is possible that in the course of an exposure of a cell to dilute sea water, the rise of the liquid in the capillary might cause actual stretching of the membrane. But since this rise was never more tha~ 2 cm. this effect may be neglected.
Pid~l --PreM tl ~b is defined by 1 -cp. It is related to the j function Pldeal used by Lewis and Randall (Lewis, G. N., and Randall, M., Thermodynamics, New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1923, 286) 1 -~b = j. 1~ In dilute solutions of uni-univalent electrolytes, according to Lewis and Linhart (Lewis, G. N., and Linhart, G. A., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 1919, 41, 1951) j --fltnt, where ~n is concentration in molal terms and ~ is a constant. Unfortunately as m increases even in pure solution of uni-univalent electrolytes, the relationship between j and m becomes very complex. Scatchard (Scatchard, G., Chem. Rev., 1936, 19, 309) following Debye has derived quite different equations relating ~b and the ionic strength of concentrated solutions either pure or mixed, but his equations cannot be applied to the present case, since they introduce new variables.
About the best we can do is to show that probably the osmotic coefficients over the range of sea water and sap concentrations used are so little different from each other that the correction, can be neglected.
If we assume that the sap of Halicyais is approximately 0.6 M NaC1 solution t* the osmotic coeffmient, according to Scatchard and Prentiss n4 freezing point measurements, is 0.91. And if in the course of its exposure it is diluted to the theoretical limit, so that P, = Po, then in 30 per cent sea water its concentration should drop to about 0.18 ~, at which the osmotic coefficient is approximately 0.92. This is the maximum sweep which would occur in the experimental work. Accordingly we are justified in assuming that ~ is a constant in the present case, and as such it cancels out in equation (4 b).
The decrease of k/co with time might be due to the slow loss of electrolyte by the cell, since the protoplasmic membrane is clearly not a true semi-permeable membrane. The movement of electrolyte may be so slow in comparison with the movement of water that at the start (within the limits of experimental error) the cell appears to act as a true osmometer and a reasonably accurate value for the permeability constant is obtained. Only after a comparatively long time does the effect of the loss of electrolyte appear. In the present experiments a few tests of the loss of electrolyte have been made by exposing cells to dilute sea water and then comparing the calculated concentration of halide with the actual concentration found from analysis.
In making these calculations the concentration of halide of impaled cells 24 hours after exposure to normal sea water was taken as 0.5975 M. This is the average of 4 cells. But the individual measurements varied from 0.6020 M to 0.5900 M. Because of this variation the calculated values are somewhat uncertain, but in every case they is The composition of Halicysgs sap, according to Blinks and Jacques (Blinks, L. R., and Jacques, A. G., ]. Gen. Physiol., 1929-30, 15, 733) Soc., 1933, 55, 4355. were higher than the values actually determined, which suggests that some electrolyte had been lost. For example, a cell in 30 per cent sea water for 30 minutes increased its sap volume in such a way that Vo of 0.5975 M (the calculated value) was equal to 0.5735 M, Vo+AV but the actual value was 0.5520 ~. The calculated value may be a little high for the reason that Vo, the original cell volume, was that of the intact cell but since the cell contracts on impalement, by spurting, a smaller Vo should be used in the calculation. It is estimated that the cell volume may shrink about 20 per cent in this way, at the start, and if we apply a 20 per cent correction 15 to Vo, the "corrected" calculated value of the halide concentration becomes 0.5681 5. The figures therefore indicate that there is some loss of electrolyte and that it is small. But it may possibly account for the decrease in k/o~ with time. But, on the other hand, the large drop in the "constant" when the external sea water concentration is below 50 per cent clearly cannot be accounted for in this way, since the rate of loss of electrolyte is too slow.
If the water passes through the protoplasm by diffusing in pores we should expect the rate of increase of volume dV/dt to increase steadily as the concentration gradient of the water between sea water and sap increases. That is h/o~ should remain constant. But, of course, if for any reason, as the sea water is made more dilute, h increases or the radius of the pores decreases, 16 then k/oJ should decrease. But the only probable way in which either h or the pore radius can change is by an increase in the volume of the non-aqueous part of the protoplasm due to the taking up of more water as the water concentration of the sea water increases. But as water is soluble in the non-aqueous protoplasm we can t5 It may be suggested that this decrease in volume should be taken into account in estimating k/,.,. This is strictly true but since V, is estimated from V, the discrepancy due to neglecting this loss is partially wiped out. For example, if we take the case of the cell in 30 per cent sea water. Instead of taking V, --0.423 cc.
we take it as 0.3384; i.e., 20 per cent less. The k/co at 3, 5, and 10 minutes are respectively 0.00238, 0.00255, and 0.00237. Thus while we get slightly different values for the "constant" these also show no trend. 16 If diffusion is in pores A is equivalent to the area of the pores, rather than the total area of the membrane.
readily conceive that it is transferred between the sap and sea water without passing through pores. The decrease in the value of the constant might then be accounted for on the assumption that the partition coefficients change.
SUMMARY
The rate of entrance of water into impaled cells of Halicyais Oaerhoutii, Blinks and Blinks, has been determined directly by measurements of the rise of sap in a capillary for dilute sea waters (containing between 90 and 30 per cent sea water).
The velocity constant remains reasonably constant down to 50 per cent sea water but it decreases markedly in lower concentrations.
